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Thank you chairman, Good afternoon ladies and gentleman. My name is Warit and my friend Natthapol here are undergraduate student from thammasat university, SIIT. Today we are going to talk about our Fire spot smoke dataset which is a project financially supported by NICT(JAPAN)



Introduction
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● Caused PM 2.5
● Risk to local living organism
● Challenging to handle and 

manage
● Using Lookouts are 

insufficient
● Our purpose is to solve this 

problem by detecting the 
wildfire in their early stage

Wildfire Effect:
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プレゼンテーションのノート
In a dry season in upper northern Thailand, ranging from November to May, forest fires occur commonly and annually, either natural or human-caused wildfires cause severe air pollution,particularly Pm2.5 particleWildfire also pose significant risks to living organism in local region. And is challenging to handle and manage, Even though the government has implemented a zero-burningpolicy to prevent and mitigate the effect, relying solely on traditional monitoring methods using forest fire lookout towers operated by human staff is insufficient due to the lack of human resources. Therefore, Our purpose is to solve this problem by detecting the wildfire in their early stage



Wildfire Detection Technologies

aerial-based Satellite-based terrestrial-based

● can cover a large area 
but has less temporal 
and spatial resolution.

● Can access any 
inaccessible site 

● limited by workforce 
budget and 

● not practical for real-
time monitoring.

● most efficient in terms 
of accuracy and 
response time

● Cover mid to large 
area
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In general, wildfire detection systems can be divided into three categories: aerial-based,satellite-based, and terrestrial-based systems The airborne system can access any inaccessible site with more efficiency in accuracy. but is limited by workforce budget and not practical for real-time monitoring. The satellite-based system can cover a large area but has less temporal and spatial resolution. The terrestrial-based system is most efficient in terms of accuracy and response time. In this study, we focus on the terrestrial- and machine-vision-based one, not only because of its effectiveness but also because it is a straightforward step from a conventional method of using forest fire lookout towers operated by human staff. That is, cameras and computer vision techniques are used to replace humans for some tedious tasks. More specifically, our project aims to detect a wildfire from its early stage to notify in-charge staff to respond quickly and adequately



Dataset Construction 
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プレゼンテーションのノート
 The FireSpot database is developed based on a collaboration among NECTEC and three local municipalities, in Chiang Mai, Thailand.



Example Of Available Datasets
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Since available datasets of wildfire are mostly are late stage, small dataset or photoshopped to make datasets. We decided that making new datasets would be more appropriate for detecting the wildfire in their early stage. 



STEP 1 : Choosing Location
● local government staff responsible for managing and handling wildfires in the area listed 

locations where actual wildfires had occurred
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*activities were conducted from
the 6th to the 16th of June, 202  

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
the seasoned local government staff responsible for handling wildfires in the area listed locations where actual wildfires had occurred and suggested areas for our experiment and database construction. Five sites around mountainous areas were chosen at the end of the first activity which consist of: Huai Huk ,Pa Miang ,Sala Pang Sak , Doi Koo 1 (on plain side), and Doi Koo 2(on mountain side)The dry season in northern Thailand istypically between November and May
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x 6-7

x At least 50

15 minutes

Experts

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
In this slide shown the experiment area around Huaihakfor each site, the authors and the local government staff discussed locations for setting fires and places for capturing smoke photos. There were five to eight fire spots for each site, each located about two to five hundred meters from one another. A team of experts and local rescuers intentionally set and managed the fire. The bonfire was approximately a meter in diameter and burned for about 15 minutes per fire spot. Straw bales, twigs, and dry leaves were used as fuel. Before, during, and after the burning, six or seven camerapersons separately took photos from different angles for the database. Each cameraperson was asked to capture at least 50 shots at each fire spot. 



Acquired Pictures Example
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This is an example of acquired pictures from the experiment
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This is our camera crews and experts team crews, both are financially supported by NICT 



x 29

x 14642

x 4000

50% 50%
Smoke Non-Smoke
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プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
in the end, there were 29 fire spots, and more than 14,642(fourteen thousand six hundreds and forty two images) photos with and without smoke were captured. For the first release of our database, 4,000 images were randomly selected from 29 fire spots equally. The ratio between smoke and non-smoke images is approximately 50% : 50%. Hence, out of 4,000, there are 2000 smoke images and 2000 non-smoke images. 
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Dataset Example

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
This is example pictures from our dataset. Smoke areas in those images are labeled with bounding boxes by the authors, as shown in the slideThe bounding box values are a quadruple (x_c,y_c,w,h), where (x_c,y_c) is the Cartesian coordinates of the point at the box center, w is the box width, and h is the box height. The bounding box values are normalized. ranging from 0 to 1, of which the point at (0,0) represents the top-left corner, and the point at (1,1) represents the bottom-right corner of the image.



IMPLEMENTATION03
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In this part we will talk about implementing a smoke detection based on YOLOv5 for early-stage wildfire detection to demonstrate the practical use of our FireSpot database. We first briefly review YOLOv5 and then describe our implementation and performance evaluation of the detector. 
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YOLO, which stands for You Only Look Once, is a real-time object detection algorithm that has gained immense popularity among researchers and developers in the computer vision community. Its key advantages include being extremely fast and globally reasoning about the image when making predictions. Also, it exhibits an impressive balance between speed and accuracy, achieving state-of-the-art performance in real-time scenarios. For this reason, this study started with YOLO to showcase an application developed on our database. The YOLOv5 was trained for 40 epochs, validated, and tested on our FireSpot database to demonstrate a smoke detection model.  The database was split into training 60%, validation 20%, and test sets 20% and 4-fold cross-validation was applied



EVALUATION04
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Now lets move on to evaluation part.
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The evaluation 
metrics

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
The evaluation metrics for evaluation includes the F1-score, defined as theHarmonic mean between precision and recall. 



Round Precision Recall mAP_0.5 mAP_0.5:0.95 F1-score
1 0.8171 0.7198 0.7809 0.3547 0.9688
2 0.7749 0.7228 0.7693 0.3435 0.9605
3 0.8055 0.7207 0.7772 0.3332 0.9700
4 0.7631 0.6948 0.7364 0.3359 0.9616
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metrics of 4-fold 
cross-validation

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
recall  = True positive rate F1-score,defined as the harmonicmean between precision and recall. This table results comes from YOLOv5This is evaluation metrics from training YOLO v5 for all four rounds from the 4-fold cross-validation, including the F1-score. There are two mean average precisions, mAP0.5 and mAP0.5:0.95,where the former measures the mean average precision at an intersection over union or IoU.It can be seen that the performances of all four models are comparable, and the model from the first round of 4-fold cross- validation performs slightly better than the others.
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● image with smoke is counted 
as a TP if the model detects at 
least one smoke area with an 
IoU value larger than a 
predefined threshold; 
otherwise, it is considered a 
FN.

● image without smoke is 
counted as a TN if the model 
detects no smoke objects; 
otherwise, it is considered a 
FP. 

Custom Evaluation

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
Since, in practice, the surveillance camera is installed at the top of a tower and captures images at every predefined  interval, the classification task takes over the detection task. It is more critical to correctly classify an input image containing smoke than to detect the exact location of smoke precisely. Therefore, for evaluation purposes, we assess the model’s performance on the test set using classification evaluation metrics with the following conditions1) first	an image with smoke as the input, it is countedas a true positive if the model detects at least onesmoke area with an IoU value larger than a predefinedthreshold; otherwise, it is considered a false negative.2) Second	 an image without smoke, it is counted as atrue negative if the model detects no smoke objects;otherwise, it is considered a false positive. Number in this picture is confident from YOLOv5For an example this is detected picture, Green is prediction, Red is ground truthIOU is intersect over union of the ground truth and the prediction;If there are happen to have  2 prediction over 1 ground truth; YOLOv5 will pick the prediction that have the most IOU using NMS(non max suppression) 



IoU Threshold Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
Balanced 
Accuracy

0.3 0.9388 0.9740 0.9375 0.9554 0.9396

0.4 0.9375 0.9740 0.9357 0.9545 0.9387

0.5 0.9375 0.9740 0.9357 0.9545 0.9387

0.6 0.9363 0.9739 0.9339 0.9535 0.9378

0.7 0.9338 0.9738 0.9304 0.9516 0.9360
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Performance evaluation of our YOLOv5-
based smoke detection.
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In this part We evaluated the model’s performance using rule from the slide earlier by set different IoU. Thresholds. Because we want to classify an input image containing smoke  rather than to detect the exact location of smoke. Therefore we set IoU thresholds ranging from 0.3 to 0.7. try with a step of 0.1, and the results are presented in this table. It can be seen that the performance does not significantly vary with the IoU Threshold.This table comes from counting true positive if the model detects at least onesmoke area with an IoU value larger than a predefinedthreshold; otherwise, it is considered a false negative.2) Given an image without smoke, it is counted as atrue negative if the model detects no smoke objects;otherwise, it is considered a false positive.  



x 4000

50% 50%
Smoke Non-Smokex 29 Fire spots 

in Chiang Mai

Results
Prediction using YOLOv5 
return accuracy of 93.88%
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Our Objective

● Develop dataset for early 
stage wildfire

● Showcase model to detect 
wildfire in their early stage

Dataset
Conclusion

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
In conclusion, this paper, we develop dataset for early stage wildfire, specifically designed for smoke detection in early-stage forest fires. The first version of the database consists of 4, 000 images, of which 2000 are smoke images, and 2000 are non-smoke images. Those images were captured from 29 fire spots around five experimental sites in Chiang Mai, Thailand. We developed a smoke detection model based on YOLOv5 to showcase the practical use of our FireSpot database. The performance evaluation demonstrated promising results, with an accuracy of 93.88%. 
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● expand the FireSpot database with multispectral images reveal a 
recognition of current limitations and a commitment to improving 
performance, especially during nighttime conditions.

Future Enhancement

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
As part of our future plans, we aim to expand the FireSpot database to include multispectral images to enhance night-time monitoring capabilities. 



Q and A
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Checkout our Dataset here
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What is confident?what is IOU?IoU stands for Intersection over Union, and it is a metric commonly used in object detection tasks to evaluate the accuracy of bounding box predictionshow could you calculate IOU between pictures?Select the most IOU. Because YOLO use NMS (non max suppression) which will choose the max iouQuality of image?Most of the image are took by mobile phone and cctv is worst than mobile of course. However, high quality images isn’t the problems. Since we aim to implement the model in cctv camera which have worse resolution than most mobile phone, there is no need for high quality cameraDuration? 6-16 june 2023 typically The dry season in northern Thailand is between November and May but we only got permission only in this duration because Chaingmai is concern about PM2.5 particleWe did not need to do augmentation on our datasetHave you use others dataset? There is other datasets but there is none for early stage of fire forest. If the fire forest is in their late stage everyone would’ve seen the smoke alreadywhy do we have to use YOLOv5? WeiImplemented the model for the purpose of showcasing dataset and Since YOLOv5 is stable and also popular so we didnt need to choose later version of YOLO.Another shape for annotationsPolygon annotations for image segmentations Can Machine learning separate smoke and fog?ถ้าตาคนแยกออก machine learning ก็ต้องแยกออกIf normal people can classify, machine also can do it.Since smoke and fog move differently. So our data have a time series of smoke to help with the detectionจะแยกกับควันกับหมอกต่ำ?We try to find out Timeseriesยิ่งแสงยิ่งมากหมอกยิ่งจางลง ควันก็จะเห็นชัดขึ้น เราเลยมี ภาพแบบ time seriesSince smoke and fog move differently. So our data have a time series of smoke to help with the detectionMoreover, If there are more light fog will be Faded and the smoke will be visible thats why we have pictures in time series.มีdataset ที่มีหมอกผสมด้วยไหมไม่ได้ถ่ายหมอกเพราะเราเลือกไม่ได้ We can’t select the season, therefore we can’t create the dataset with fog.What is confidence?In yolo frameworkThe confidence score indicates how sure the model is that the box contains an object and also how accurate it thinks the box is that predicts. The confidence score can be calculated using the formula:C = Pr(object) * IoUIoU: Intersection over Union between the predicted box and the ground truth.Night time?�ลองเปลี่ยนกล้องเป็น mutispectrum camera
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